
Zeno’s Night By Ben Oldfield
One
Zeno stepped deeper in the crescent shadow when he spotted a
camera on the corner of an alleyway wall.  It turned left and right
as it was splashing the squalid road with a ghostly white light.
There were more cameras here than pigeons, his wife once said.
He sighed and stepped back in the shadows and waited. Zeno
could barely see the night. The silver rain only managed to seep
through the titanic towers, all doodled with neon logos and
splattered with fat fonted Fizzo adverts. Chilling rain drops
tapped on Zeno’s navy striped head. He let the droplet fall and
just stared at the glowing yellow smiley face that was gra�tied on
the wall opposite him. He was about to press his foot on the wall
when he found the laces were untied. Zeno kneeled down and
revealed his white prosthetic hands to the smiley face and the
rain. He felt it smirked at him. Two memories began to swim
around inside Zeno’s brain again, like a pair of grey sharks
haunting his soul. He even named them Before and After.
Before
“There’s some cottage pie left in the fridge.” Mia called from the
bedroom as she tried to straighten her yellow ribbon with a small
lipstick mirror “You can have that for tea.”
“Yeah.” Zeno groaned, thinking that he would rather order pizza
with his tip money than struggling to chew on clumped beef, and
grey almost-mashed potato in an orange tinged box.
It has been two years since Zeno and his wife moved into this city
and they are still living in this damp green, one small bedroom
�at.



“And it’s your turn to check if the incubator needs cooling
down.”
“Yeah.” He was sitting on the small sofa in the ‘half kitchen- half
living room with his origami set around the table. On the table
each piece was made from food wrappers he smuggled out from
work. A black knight held a blue sword to a green and white
elephant. Zeno put the burger wrapper half crane down.
His octopod eyes with yellow rimmed pupils gazed solely at the
folded paper and tried his best to project a rabbit from memory.
He’ll soon be able to teach his hatchlings how to make toys- a day
he felt excited for.
“And don’t order pizza again, we need to save money.”
Zeno eyes frowned.  “I won’t.”
“Okay. See yah!” Zeno heard the door closed. A few minutes later
he walked to the small kitchen area and picked up the phone...

After
One grey morning, Zeno woke up in a hospital. Mia was crying
outside, a police detective was in the room and a memory of three
men breaking the door open and knocking him out with green
gas.
“What's happened?” Zeno groaned. Discovering with a screaming
heart that �ercely rattled his rib cage, that his arms have been cut
o�.
Silently, the detective’s lips struggled to think of the words other
than some alien poachers had broken into your �at, chopped o�
your arms and stolen your egg….



His shoelaces were tied but still loose. It will do, he thought.
When Zeno stood up he heard sputtering footsteps running on
Zeno’s left. A silver line draws the shape of a rounded headed
man with two bags �apping by his legs. Zeno’s pupils slightly
grinned.
“I see you’re wearing your lucky hoodie.” He said, picking up his
du�e bag.
“Yeah,” replied Alex, giving Zeno his two bags. Alex was a half
comic book nerd and half a Zhost. He had purple gelatin skin
with two black eyes behind his square glasses.
“What did you tell your wife?” Zeno asked as he shoved one bag
inside another.
“I was out to the pub with you and I was going to walk with you
home. What about you?”
“Roughly the same except I said it was a restaurant.”
“Well!-Pub-restaurant same thing.” Zeno nodded as he picked up
the bag and whacked it on his back. Alex was just about to walk
out until Zeno held his shoulder.
“Put your mask on.” Zeno pointed at the camera moving left to
right and back again.
“Oh yeah.”
They both walked and �ipped their hoodies up, Zeno robotic
digits gripped the zip and pulled it up, sealing up his blue tiger
face and showing to the cameras a black mask with a blue spiral
shooting down to the center. Alex stuck on a dark oak mask with
green and red outlines drawn around the eye holes and mouth.
Alex then followed him turning left and down the road.



Two
When the rain subsided, the silence made the narrow alleyways
more disturbing. With the bag riding on Zeno’s back, he felt like
a beatle with the cameras glaring at him like a spider would in a
web.  It was rare for anyone to walk along at night. Most would
run to the taxi they booked. Maybe I shouldn’t have brought Alex
along with me, Zeno thought. But it's too late to tell him now.
He turned right and Alex walked faster to keep up. The
chain-locked doors and curtain-closed windows made Alex see the
skyscrapers standing on a gra�tied mound of melted skulls.
“Ze-Zeno...H-how did you know the way...” Alex gulped. He had
never really questioned Zeno’s plan. Just follow him and it will
turn out okay. Zeno thought for a minute and then whispered
how he found it. They walked past the street light’s cones,
�ashing their eyes like blinking light bulbs.
“I just met a guy, who knew a guy, at the bar.” Zeno replied. “And
he told me that a man called Carlo tried to bring a pair of
Tygarian arms to sell at an auction. He claimed it was 100 years
exempt but didn’t have the papers to prove it. So the guy I knew
refused to sell it.”
“So how does that lead to the base.”
“It doesn’t. I just guessed that if I was a typical crime boss, where
would I hide?”
“An abandoned warehouse.”
“Exactly.”
Soon they found a thin beach with the dead sea blending with the
night and growling with crushing waves. At the far end was the



warehouse Zeno had been trying to �nd. To his eyes which
clenched into a circle he saw the warehouse like a shining knight
�nding the dragon’s castle. To Alex with nerves bubbling in his
head, it was something to stay away from. The concrete bricked
warehouse sat like an ogre. With rows of soulless cracked
windows for eyes and garage doors for a mouth that devoured
lorry drivers. It should be abandoned yet the tyre and foot marks
riddled around the car park hinted that the gang were still
dwelling in the warehouse. They both could almost see the nose
of a small red cargo ship poking out behind the warehouse.
“Come on.” Zeno said, hopping over the broken barrier as Alex
walked around it. His heart shriveled coiled like a rattlesnake and
heard his brain hissing ‘your here this is it-your here this it.’
As they backed by the fence and swiftly ran to the bottom right
of the warehouse, Zeno kept espying the yellow windows,
guessing if anyone had spotted them. So far things are going well.
They slid by a red rusty garage door that was under the windows.
“I’m going to climb up.” Zeno decided as the bag slid on his back
and he crushed his biceps muscles tightly for the digits to form a
hook. He slit one hook on a jagged brick.
“Wouldn’t y-you fall?” Alex questioned but found Zeno's
frowned eyes begging him to “Just do as I say.”
“I’ll Just get out the talkies.” Alex said. Taking out two white
oblong stickers from his hoodie pocket. He stuck one under his
mask. For Zeno, he awkwardly unzipped his hoodie for Alex to
press the sticker behind his cheek bone.



“If anyone �nds us, let me know and run away and leave me.”
Zeno’s straightened pupils stared at Alex deeply, almost begging
him to obey.
“Okay.”
He placed the hook on a jagged brick and placed his other
hook-hand on a higher brick. He went up like a spider crawling
into a bathtub. Lifting his heavy body, and gripping the wall with
his trainers, he eventually stepped onto a window frame, took a
quick breather. He took a glimpse at the hard ground, three feet
down. and then climbed up and up. Now Zeno wouldn’t dare
look down as just seeing the re�ection of the city with its red
tipped towers, stabbing the sky.
With his throat frozen with cold air and on the brink of
emptying every strength in his cell, he stepped on the �rst yellow
window frame.
A large room �lled with rows of wooden crates being used as
tables for lab equipment. Zeno wasn’t a nerd like Alex. So he just
saw them as silly straws tangled up in bubbling glass bottles. He
didn’t see any scientist working there. Just skeletal robots with
open briefcases for their backs. At one end was a door leading to
another room and on the far back was a mountain of briefcases
that looked like it could collapse any second.  He hopped to one
end of the window and jumped to the next one.
The next room had a large man sitting on a desk, annoyed with
tight �sts almost ready to burst out with blood. Behind him there
was a smart suited cyborg behind him standing guard by the
door. He wore a pair of silver round glasses and hid a gun behind



his back. Opposite the two was a rodent faced man yelling and a
woman leaning on the wall and smoking an e-cigarette with ‘can
we go now I’m tired’ eyes. The rat man turned to the window,
showing his half splattered green face with a red eye. Zeno
jumped to the left, his hook grabbed hold onto the brick. The
window opened, nearly nudging Zeno o�. Swiftly lifting to
balance on one foot and hooking on to a jagged brick. The glass
began squashing Zeno's face. A cyborg head popped out like a
jack in a box and just looked straight. Zeno’s eyes coiled tightly.
DON'T-LOOK-RIGHT! DON'T-LOOK-RIGHT!
DON'T-LOOK-RIGHT! DON’T LOOK RIGHT!
Zeno's brain began to beat and sweat began to bleed out of his
head-ALEX!
DON'T-LOOK-DOWN! DON'T-LOOK-DOWN!
“I-it waz properly juzt a pigeon zir?” Cyborg spoke. And popped
back in and closed the window shut.
“Are you okay!” Alex's voice cracked Zeno’s ear drum. He looked
down and saw a green spec crawling out from the bins. Zeno
sighed till he su�ocated his lungs and his nerves melted away.
“Yeah.”
He hopped to the last window. The vault window. Inside the
room he saw a mountain of red bags stu�ed with green zelta
coins, a stack of cryo-cases and an egg in a red rimmed glass case
on display to no one but Zeno.
Smoky green and blue fogged round the glassy shell. Zeno pupils
smiled when he could almost see his alien cherub sleeping with
dreams kindling in the alien’s head.



“Right.” He thought. Like how he practices at home, he bit
through the mask to take out the tip of his hollow index digit, a
long metal kitchen knife and slotted it in the window.
CLICK! CLICK! And he entered.
“Alex, are you ready to catch the bags?”

Three
“I’m not telling you what happened.” growled Carlo. He was
hunched over to desk with white hair dropping over his back. His
�sts stretched showing the white knuckles on his skin, resisting
the urge to grab his pen knife from his pocket.
“Why!” yelled Acid-face. “You told Cyb! I herd you behind the
door-”
Cyb adjusted his monocle and tried not to grin. He believed to be
more trustworthy than the others. Maybe because he was more
intelligent and had greater knowledge of the city than anyone.
Maybe he was more sophisticated than Acid-Face.
“Cos I’m that kind of guy who likes to know who knows what
and who doesn’t.” Carlo glared at the Acid-Face’s red eye. He
could see it sitting in the skull socket through the half green
dissolved face.
“So you don't trust me or Ray then!” Acid face howled and spun
round as if he pointed out the hypococy in Carlos’s rule. Nobody
reacted except for Carlo.



“That is not what I’m saying!”
Carlo, Cyb and Ray worked as a team for years and earned each
other's trust. Especially Cyb. He was just as programmable as the
robots were and Cyb didn’t even know it. So he would never run
away with blue Tygerian limbs and sell it. Ray wouldn’t
ether...well not until now. Hackers and cat burglars like Ray
never steal something unless the price of it is worth more. Which
the Tygarian egg is. So Ray can’t know either.  With this the team
stole the things and Carlo knew the right people to sell it too. All
until Acid-Face joined. Only recently, Acid-face had been twisting
Carlo’s nerves. His power and rule was a bricked high tower and
Acid-Face had slowly been stealing one brick at a time. Now the
tower is ready to fall, Acid-face is ready to take over. But this
didn’t frighten Carlo. He’ll admit that Acid face was smart but
only in �nding the quickest shortcuts to get the job done.
“I saw an opportunity. I just needed Cyb for help. And the police
were updating their camera systems. So we had to act fast.”
Ray brushed her red streaked black hair and sucked the
e-cigarette. She then breathed out �ery red smoke
“That's why we’re leaving. Cos the cops saw us-”
“They haven’t!” Carlo snapped. Silence �lled the room like Ray’s
E-cigarette vape. He stood up with elephantine legs testing the
strength of the wooden �oor with a creek and sighed.
“Enough’s enough.”  He continued, I’m in charge here and what I
say goes. Ray, go and check if the bots have �nished with the last
batch and bring them to the ship.`` Ray obeyed, making sure she
closed the door because a bloodbath was coming.



“Cyb go and pack the things.” Carlo Picked the monocle up and
placed it back in his eye.
“Yes zir.” He turned to the bronze door.
“You're just going to leave like here!” Acid whined.
“Yes, I am.” Carlo replied, grinning. Cyb gripped the door
handle.
“Let me in.” Cyb pushed the handle down.
“Or what! I could’ve rejected your o�er when you joined the
team! And I put up with you so in return you put up with me!”
Acid Face clenched his teeth and whipped out his gun with a
buzzing red ring at the nuzzle. Cyb let o� the handle and took
out his gun with a blue ring as the nuzzle.
“Ha! What was that!”  He stepped forward.
“A gun.” Acid grinned. “Now!” a red blast �red through the door
and onto Cyb’s body. It glowed red and vaporized into nothing.
Leaving a gaping hole in Cyb’s head. The door opened and Ray
stepped forward pointing a gun.
“Now.” Acid Face said. “Show me-oh what the hell.” He whipped
out a gun and shot him. Acid face ran to the door and opened it.
He saw Zeno climbing out of the window.

Four
THUMP! Alex stepped out of the shadow and found a red bag
with zelta money notes sticking out of the zip. THUMP! One of
his bags landed next to the red bag. Where are the arms and egg?
He thought.



“GRAB THE BAGS!” Zeno yelled as he jumped out of the
window and fell through the cold air- THA! DUMP! Both bags
of money cushioned Zeno’s landing. Hugging one bag and
another hanging on his back. Alex’s mouth opened to ask what
happened until Zeno yelled. “RUN!”
There was no time to talk. Alex and Zeno ran out of the car park,
hopping over the broken barrier and turned left. Alex Looked
back and saw raging plasma balls blasting out of the yellow
windows and burning the tarmac. Zeno looked back and saw a
couple of briefcases shot out the door and skating along the car
park. One jumped and opened, unfolding a cyclopian robot with
a large blade for an arm. Another popped open and unfolded a
robot.
“RUN!” Zeno yelled again. Their trainers beated the ground,
obliterating the puddles that stood in their way. Turning left
right- right and left again.
“How do we get out of here?” Zeno confessed to himself.
Random gra�ti signs, blue lit cameras and walls �ring past them
like bullets from a machine gun. Yet when Zeno looked up the
spires moved slowly. The three robots are still behind.
“This way!” Alex bashed Zeno into an alleyway and crashed into a
wall behind an orange bin. Alex pressed his back up against the
wall. A pink skull smoking a cigar hovered over Zeno's head.
Three shadows had run past them like the wind...They stood
there for a while and then collapsed onto the �oor.



“What the hell happened!” Alex hissed as he stood up. There was
a camera stuck on a street light. It was still, slightly damaged.
luckily looking away from him and Zeno.
“Ha-I took their money.” Zeno chuckled. He slid one bag to his
left and opened the other showing his blue tiger striped arms.
“WHa-WHY! That wasn’t the plan.”
Zeno stopped smiling. He had never seen Alex’s eyes dilate before.
It was huge and �lled with black discomtemp he’d probably been
carrying since the beginning of the night.
“Cos-they stole my egg!” Zeno snapped. His left prosthetic arms
clipped open and hited the ground. He snatched his real left arm
and jammed it on the ball of the elbow hard- to get rid of his
growing anger that Alex was conjuring. A mild itch tingled the
healing skin. He tried to move his �ngers but only the index
�nger moved- very slowly.
Alex sighed and looked at the bin. He snatched both bags of
money and stood up. He opened the bin and crushed his eyelids
at the vomit inducing smell wafting in his face.
“Alex, What are you doing?”
He chucked one bag in the bin and dropped the other bag in. He
then closed the lid and the red bag stuck out- as if the bin was
blowing a raspberry...

Somewhere, Acid-Face was walking down the slumbering street,
carrying his gun with a red ring at the muzzle, glowing and
growling with deep rage. Acid-Face wore Cyb’s monocle which



had rapid glitching squares, switching from one image to
another.
“Why won’t this thing work!” He kept tapping Cyb’s monocle
“You need to clear your mind.” Ray breathed. Crimson smoke
slithering out of her mouth like a snake’s tongue. She brushed her
red shrieked fringe o� her eyes.
“I know what I’m doing! I just need to...” His red eye rapidly
twitched.
“Have you worked out what they stole?” She asked.
“Yeah- money.”
“Do you want to know what I think?”
“What?”
“I think they stole what Carlo stole.”
“Why do you think that?” Acid’s eyebrows crease with confused
annoyance. Ray sucked her e-cig and breathed out.
“When I walked back to the vault. The thief seemed to have
missed all the other valuables worth more than the money.”
“So this guy must have a connection with the stu�. The money
was probably...some distraction?”
“Maybe.” Ray added. They kept on walking and then Acid-face’s
monocle beeped red.
“HA! Found them. They ran through the Fifth road and hid in
the alleyway.”
“Are you sure it’s them?”
“Yeah, it must be. Time to be in God mode.” And the Acid face
turned the monocle slightly left.



“Well I’ll link it with the case-bots. Send me the cordernates.” She
�ipped out her black phone……
“Get that out of the bin!” Zeno stood up.
“NO.” Alex said, pushing the bag in deeper. “You're making your
problem much harder.”
“I’m I!”
-Boomp!
“You tried to climb up a wall with prosthetic ar-”
“I got the money-why-why-we can stop working at that greasy
restaurant!”
-BOOMP!
“Oh and the gang aren't going to keep looking for the money?
The police aren't going to question where the money came fro-?”
“That's never going to happen!”
-BOOMP!
“What’s that noise?” Alex peeped out of the Alleyway. Down the
road every camera turned on their light and beamed red �ery
cones.
“You were saying.” Alex said. Zeno turned and searched around.
They were surrounded but not completely.
“We can still go home! Look!” Zeno pointed with his robotic
�nger. Amongst the clashing cluster of adverts, a blond woman in
a neon blue dress stood on a block of �ats. She held a �zzo can
and will forever smile with soulless eyes.
No red glow which means “There isn’t a single red camera over
there.” He pointed. “We out runned those robots.”
“That simple?”



“Yeah. They’re leaving anyway cos of the police camera updates
stopping them from being hacked.”
“But what if-”
“Look, I know what I’m doing!” Zeno added. He grabbed his
other arm and turned to �nd a robot’s hand holding it. It’s white
lens blinked and swung his blade. Zeno ducked and grabbed the
bag with both hands and played tug of war with the robot.
“ALEX!” He glanced to see him but he was gone. “Shoot!”
SWOOSH! He dodged another swing. Then the robot’s len’s
clicked and let go of the bag which hurled Zeno back and
slammed onto the cold wet tarmac. He turned grabbing the bag
with his egg and then his (or rather their) money from the bin-
leaving his single arm to the robot. He jogged out into the road to
get Alex.

Five
I think I lost him. Zeno thought. He didn’t stop even if his feet
began to ache. His warm breath was chugging out of his hoodie
mask like an old steam train yet it seemed he froze his throat and
turned his lungs to chilling ice bags. The bag kept jumping on his
back and hugged the other.  The red light blushed his vision and
turned dark as if the gang was switching the light on and o�. He
felt the cameras were playing ‘What's the time mister wolf!’ when
he looked back at them. Moving with a hunger of data yet
patience enough to watch Zeno run into a trap. BASH! Zeno's
head hit a robot's cranium and walked onto the ground. Zeno felt
the bag, the egg was �ne. Arms...well he’ll guess they’re �ne too.



His legs scraped along the ground like a slipping cat on ice, as the
robot used the sharp blade to lift himself up. It spotted Zeno and
charged at him with a blade tearing the cold air. It's a briefcase on
it’s back rattled like broken wings. The robot jumped up and shot
down. Zeno slid right and the blade stabbed the ground just next
to his head. It turned and heaved it’s arm to yank the blade out.
Zeno crawled backwards like a beetle on its back, looking left and
right for an escape. Nothing. Just a long, long Alleyway with a
devil emoji cackling on the wall.  Zeno looked and saw a bin
blending in the darkness. He scarpered up but the robot grabbed
his hand. Zeno clenched his muscles and left his prosthetic arm
behind. The robot jerked the blade up. Just one more heave and
the robot will be back in action. Zeno crashed into the bin and
opened the lid. Empty. He looked at the robot and slid it’s blade
out with a SHINK! hiss. Zeno pupils bent into a fat horse shoe.
The robot legs beated the ground destroying the puddles. It
jumped up with the blade in the air. Zeno grabbed the bin lid.
The blade pointed down to Zeno's head. Zeno closed his eyes. The
blade dived down. He lifted the bin lid up and whacked the
robot’s head- yellow sparks spatted out. The blade missed Zeno's
forehead but jabbed across the bag. Zeno fell on the ground and
so did the robot. It didn’t move. The bag he hugged had a torn
line going down. He unzipped the bag a little and found a broken
shell. He unzipped it fully and found watery goo pouring out of
the shell.
“THANK GOD!” Zeno’s pupiled smiled with his lips. The blade
only sliced the shell and just missed. The cherub was �ne. I was



still asleep, which was normal. Human baby’s for example,
scream- Tygarian babies don’t. They only wake up if the mother
sets a psychic switch on. He got up, dropping the goo soaked bag
as he cradled what he discovered was his son.
Zeno got up. The blonde woman was near.
“Hello?”
“Hi Alex I’m near the.”
“This isn’t Alex. It’s Acid-Face.” That voice stabbed Zeno’s heart
but he didn’t care.
“Okay then.” Zeno said, quickly looking around. You see that
burger ad”
“Yeah.”
“I’ll meet you there!”

Six
Zeno had a plan. He dragged the zip down across his hood and
pocket. He hung a bag around his neck and hid it in his hoodie.
Then he lifted his son up and rested him in the bag like a
hammock. He then ran to the robotic arm. It was no longer
prosthetic; it was  a knight’s gauntlet.
Zeno walked out of the alleyway. The camera with volcanic rage
glared at Zeno and Zeno glared back with his dash-dilated pupils.
He jumped up and punched it with his robotic �sts. Gushing
golden sparks and killing the red light. He then ran to the next
camera and decapitated it again and the next on and the next on…



“He’s going to be ten minutes late.” Ray looked at her phone
time. Her boot was on Alex's smashed wooden mask and her gun
was pointing at Alex's bubbling head.
“What on earth is he doing?” Acid-face asked as if Ray would
know the answer. Acid-Face thought for a moment.
They were all in a cul de sac behind a wall with no windows or
any entrance. The grey road sat between two orange bins and
only the burning unicorn, on the left wall, smoking an e-cigarette
disturbed the symmetry. He turned to the Case-bots.
“Oi! 5- 4 go and hide behind those bins.”...

It took Zeno about 10 minutes to make a small web of darkness.
It almost resembled a �sh. Finally he stepped into the cul-de-sac
and saw them. The towers around seemed to resemble jaws that
were slowly closing in.
“Hello, I’m Acid-”
“Don’t make this night go any longer. I know what it is you
want.”
“And that would be.” He grinned.
“I’ve got two tygarian arms you stole from me- to give you, .”
Acid-Face eyes widened with the relaxation of Carlo secretive
behaviour. Selfish pig. “And the whereabouts of your money. All
in exchange for my friend and that you leave us alone.”
Acid-Face thought. He looked at Ray and Ray looked at him.
“What's the other round thing in your hoodie?”
“My….baby son...”
“What? You brought a baby to a heist?” Ray said.



“It’s kinda a long story.” Zeno replied...
“Well look, I’m  kinda a fair man. I say it’s a deal.”
Zeno pulled one arm out of his bag and placed it down in the
middle of the road. His robotic hand gripped his other arm and
hesitated. It’s gonna be a struggle when he comes back home. He
looked at Alex who stumbled across. Zeno's eyes dropped and
whispered I’m sorry. Quiet tears from his arm peeled o� his
elbow and air sucked into the vacuum with a click. And then he
chucked it onto the ground with the other arm. Alex then swiftly
ran across hugging Zeno.
“Well that was a touching moment-” Ray said.
“But where's the money.” Acid-face interrupted.
“In the orange bins on fourth street…I think.”
“Good. Good. Well as I say.” Acid-Face’s gun clicked and pointed
at Zeno. “I’m a fair man.”
Zeno dragged Alex around only to see two robots marching out
of the bins. Zeno punched the robot's cranium with a blowing
spark and dragged Alex out of the cul-de-sac.
“Well here we go again.” Alex cried. Plasma beams roared past
Zeno’s head and �ew across the road and hitting on the walls.
Alex and Zeno turned right, hearing the subsiding sizzling of the
kindling plasma.
“Not exactly.” and they both ran more vigorously than they did
before. The roads and the pavements briskly streamed through
their trainers like a river. Dark windows, glowing gra�ti, street
lights and decapitated cameras seemed to suck back behind Zeno
like a vacuum.  Zeno turned left and then right and through a



narrow alleyway. Ray, the robot and Acid-Face kepted chasing
them. Two more plasma beams �ared across the road.
“We’re nearly there!” Alex yelled. The pupils smiled more than
the blond Fizzo woman did.
“Turn right.” Zeno howled.
“What?” and they did. Acid-Face began to rip his muscles apart
in order to run faster. “Why are we yah!” And Zeno dragged Alex
right again. Soon Zeno saw the Acid-face begin to shrink.
“Left!” Zeno turned back to another road and hid on the other
side of a wall and bashed behind the blue bins….

Ray soon caught up with Acid-Face. He was screaming left, right
behind and infront of him like a malfunctional case-bot. His
darted eyes were as wide as an atomic explosion and Cyb’s
monocle rapidly �zzed with squares. He then �red plasma beams
to rip the sky apart.
“Where did they go?” Ray asked. Acid-Face didn’t reply. All he
did was fall silently to his knees and let Ray work out what he
was bowing down to. She looked around the dark bluey maze. All
carved up in Acid-Face’s red maze. She couldn’t help but grin.
Well played. She thought. “We have to go and �nd the money.
The cops will wonder where the beams come from.”  And they all
walked back.
“We lost them.”  Alex said.
“Yep.” Zeno smiled. “I’m Glad that it actually worked.”
They both stood up and swiftly ran quietly to the blond lady.



Soon they were in the alleyway with the smiley face grinning hard
as a cheshire cat.
“So...I’ll see you later.” Alex smiled but noticed how Zeno was
looking at his son as well as his prosthetic arms.
“I’m sure we can get those back.”
“Maybe.” Zeno sighed. “He looked up the colossal towers and
almost saw the fuzzy sun hidden in the dark grey clouds.
“I should be back home.” Zeno smiled. “See you later.”
“Yeah-See-Ya.” And Alex walked o�.
Zeno walked out of the alleyway and walked down the pavement.
He saw the cameras feasting their eyes on the light.
I wonder what I am going to tell my wife? He wondered. She’ll
properly go mad…Angry…and then happy.
Unless he lied. Although It’ll have to be a good one. Zeno pupils
smiled and went back home to his new �at.


